TEABOOKS EVALUATION 2015/16
Book groups for older people in
Oxfordshire

Prepared in association with

SUMMARY
From August 2015 – July 2016:










4 new groups opened
21 groups (>target) now meeting regularly across Oxfordshire
Groups in all five Oxfordshire districts
Total of 237 sessions held (increase of 29% on 2014/15)
Total of 1455 attendances (increase of 10% on 2014/15)
Two-thirds of participants aged 80+
Almost a quarter of participants aged 90+
98% plan to continue coming to TeaBooks
More than three-quarters of participants feel that coming to a TeaBooks
group helps them to stay cheerful
 100% volunteer retention
 Project continues to grow whilst costs remain the same

“The residents have expressed that they would be more
than happy to have this session more often! This is a major
date on the Activity Planner”
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Report from TeaBooks Project Co-ordinator
2015/16 has seen the TeaBooks project come of age. Started as a pilot in 2011, five years on it has
exceeded its target 20 groups, reaching 21 groups in July 2016. These are spread across Oxfordshire,
and in the last twelve months have provided 1455 contact hours of sociable, stimulating interaction
for older adults, two-thirds of whom are over eighty, and many of whom cope with illness or
disability which affects their day-to-day to life.
The evidence that social interaction is vital for good health – both mental and physical –is well
established. What was new this year was a study which suggested that reading for 30 minutes a day
can extend your life expectancy by almost two years. Combining books with friendship is at the heart
of what TeaBooks does best.
This year’s evaluation has, for the first time, tried to capture the boost in wellbeing that we believe
TeaBooks brings, so as well as questions on reading habits, health and age, we have included a new
section in the participant survey, the results of which can be found on page 11 along with feedback
from the Group Leaders and Activities Co-ordinators.
The growth of the project comes at a time when social care budgets, subsidized transport schemes
and the joy of mobile libraries, have been cut or have disappeared altogether.
The need for inclusive, life-enhancing projects like TeaBooks has never been greater, and as the
project grows, it becomes increasingly cost effective. We very much hope to see this trend continue
into the coming years, as more older people are given an opportunity to join a TeaBooks group.
Amanda Ferguson
TeaBooks Co-ordinator

October 2016
Bookfeast, 301 Banbury Road, Oxford OX2 7NY
01865 514149 contactus@bookfeast.net

“It’s something to look forward to!”
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THE TEABOOKS PROJECT
History
TeaBooks is a project for older residents of Oxfordshire, run by Oxford based charity Bookfeast. It
was started in 2010 with great support from Age UK (Oxfordshire) and Oxfordshire County Libraries.
It is run by two part time staff, responsible for fundraising and co-ordination of the project. There
are currently 18 volunteers running the book groups.
After a successful pilot project in 2010, TeaBooks was rolled out across the county, with the aim of
setting up 20 groups. The project currently has 21 groups.
How the project works
TeaBooks groups are situated in a variety of locations including community settings (eg cafes and
museums), libraries, Health and Wellbeing Centres (formerly Day Centres), sheltered housing, extra
care housing and residential homes.
Each group is facilitated by a trained Group Leader who volunteers to co-ordinate between 12 and
16 sessions per year, held monthly or every three weeks. The Group Leader role consists of planning
and facilitating sessions, helping select the books to be read, and ordering and collecting books from
the library in various formats.
The TeaBooks project is only viable due to the support of Oxfordshire libraries, who provide
invaluable support with a specially-designed borrowing scheme and a central co-ordinator to
oversee the scheme. In addition, library managers across the county assist volunteer Group Leaders
in choosing and ordering books.
Most groups operate in the same way as a traditional book group, with all members taking and
reading the same title, and coming together to discuss the book at the next session. Two groups,
where members are very frail, now find reading a whole book too difficult, and sessions focus on
reading aloud and shared poetry. Another group based at a Health and Wellbeing Centre found
almost all the participants had some cognitive difficulites. This group now enjoys writing poetry
together.
The Charity
Bookfeast is passionate about providing opportunities for everyone, no matter what their age or
background to enjoy writing, reading and talking about books. Bookfeast was founded in June 2010
by Angie Prysor-Jones. It also runs the Lunchboox project (reading groups in primary schools), and
the annual Bookfeast schools festival in Oxford.

“I appreciate the opportunity to read
and discuss books”
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THE NEED FOR TEABOOKS
There have been a number of studies in the last decade examining the health and welfare impacts of
social isolation and loneliness in the elderly. Most studies are careful to differentiate between
loneliness and social isolation, but most agree there is some overlap between the two.
Almost all the research suggests that around 30% of older people are lonely sometimes, a figure
which increases as the age of the survey respondents increases. This correlates with the findings
from this year’s participant feedback questionnaire.

"During the past year I have felt lonely at some point" number of survey respondent agreeing/disagreeing
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AGE UK’s 2014 evidence review summarises the findings of studies on the health implication of
feeling lonely, which has been shown to:





increase blood pressure and risk of cardiovascular diseases
elevate cortisol and stress levels which weakens the immune system
impairs sleep quality (which causes memory problems) leading to negative effects on
metabolic, neural and hormonal regulations,
heighten feelings of depression, anxiety, and increased vulnerability

As the evidence builds, the state provision for older people continues to diminish. Adult social care
budgets in Oxfordshire have been hit hard by reductions in funding, with a further £21m proposed
to be cut from the budget in the next twelve months (Oxford Mail, 6.2.16). The mobile library service
run by Oxfordshire County Council was discontinued in September 2016, leaving many older people
without access to library books.

“Book club has opened doors for me.”
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THE NEED FOR TEABOOKS (cont’d)
The benefit of group activities
Group activities have been widely identified as being effective at improving overall health and
wellbeing. Age UK’s 2014 overview cites a 2010 review of groups undertaking activities with older
people, from art to exercise to writing, which found that 95 per cent of the participants (mean age of
80) reported that their feelings of loneliness were reduced (Savikko, N., et al. (2010) ‘Psychosocial
group rehabilitation for lonely older people: favourable processes and mediating factors of the
intervention leading to alleviated loneliness’. (International Journal of Older People Nursing, vol 5, no
1, pp. 16−24. )
Feedback from TeaBooks participants indicates they provide a boost to wellbeing: All of survey
respondents enjoyed the social aspects of the sessions, 78% agreed that the group helped them to
feel cheerful, and 98% said they would recommend TeaBooks to someone else who was feeling
lonely.

The benefits of reading
A new study published this year found that reading for 30 minutes a day was linked to an increase in
life expectancy of 23 months. “Compared to non-book readers, book readers had a 23-month
survival advantage at the point of 80% survival in the unadjusted model. A survival advantage
persisted after adjustment for all covariates …indicating book readers experienced a 20% reduction
in risk of mortality over the 12 years of follow up compared to non-book readers.” (Yale University
School of Public Health: A Chapter a Day: Association of Book Reading With Longevity: July 2016).
A further study published this year, commissioned by The Reader Organisation, showed that there
was a discernible benefit of shared reading for dementia sufferers, with a measurable increase in
cognitive ability and increased wellbeing. (Longden, E., Davis, P., Carroll, J., Billington, J.:An
evaluation of shared reading groups for adults living with dementia: Preliminary Findings. Journal of
Public Health 2016).

“It makes me feel fantastic and I
have real friends who care.”
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THE EVALUATION PROCESS
Annual evaluation began the year beginning July 2011. Previous years’ evaluations are available by
contacting Bookfeast on contactus@bookfeast.net.
Aims
In previous years, the evaluation has aimed to assess whether TeaBooks is meeting the aims of the
project. Initially, those aims were to give the participants the opportunity to join a group and to
encourage/support participants to read more widely. This year, the aim has broadened to include
providing participants with the opportunity to improve their overall wellbeing through social
interaction.
Methodology
The 2015/16 Evaluation involved gathering and analysing three sources of information – Participant
Survey, Group Leader feedback and qualitative feedback from two Activities Managers in residential
settings where TeaBooks groups are held.
1. The Participant Survey aimed to capture participant feedback about their book group with a
particular focus on the impact on their wellbeing as well as their reading habits Participants
were also asked to give their overall perceptions of the group. It is understood that
participant feedback will continue to be collected on an annual basis. 63 participant surveys
were completed for the 2014/15 evaluation. A copy of the survey is included in Appendix A.
2. Group Leader feedback was captured via a quarterly evaluation through which they
recorded useful statistics for the group including numbers of attendees, gender split and
library requirements – i.e. different book formats (large print/audio). They also fed back on
specific challenges they had experienced and suggestions for improvements. 78 quarterly
feedback forms were competed by Group Leaders for 2016, a 100% completion rate.
3. Feedback from the activities managers was prompted by a series of emailed questions. See
Appendix B.

“I am getting to know more people
who share the same interest.”
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GROUP STRUCTURE
Geographical coverage

2 Groups:
Kidlington Library
WRVS Banbury (community café)

8 Groups
Oxford Options H&W Centre, Horspath
Douglas Veale House sheltered
accommodation, Headington
Marston Court care home, Marston
Old Marston Library
Green Gates nursing home, Summertown
Fairfield residential home
Summertown Library
Parmoor Court sheltered
accommodation, Summertown

2 Groups
Carterton Library
Highlands Day Centre, Chipping Norton

3 Groups
Thame Library
Hot Gossip café, Henley
Cornerstone Arts Centre, Didcot

6 Groups
Mayott House extra care housing, Abingdon
Abingdon Health and Wellbeing Centre
Bridge House care home, Abingdon
Richmond Village, Letcombe Regis
Vale and Downland Museum, Wantage
Wantage Health and Wellbeing Centre

Groups listed in red are new in 2015/16
No groups closed in 2015/16

“More than happy with the book club.”
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GROUP STRUCTURE (cont’d)
Breakdown by setting type
Of the four new groups opened in 2015/16, 2 have opened in libraries, 1 in a community space and 1
in a nursing home. Total groups by settings are as follows:

Sheltered accommodation/extra-care/supported living

4

Residential/nursing home

4

Library

5

Community space (café/museum/arts centre)

4

Health and Wellbeing centre/day centre

4

Total

21

Group numbers
A total of 237 sessions were held this year, an increase of 29% (up from 184 in 14/15).
A total of 1455 attendances were recorded, an increase of 10% (up from 1319 in 14/15)
The average size of the groups fell from 7 to 6.
The figures indicate that there is room for increasing the reach of the project, without necessarily
increasing the number of TeaBooks groups.

“Everyone has an opportunity to
contribute.”
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PROFILE OF PARTICPANTS
(The following information is based on data provided via the 63 Participant Survey questionnaires
completed Summer 2016).
Age and Gender
As with previous years’ evaluations, the survey responses show that TeaBooks groups are mainly
attended by older females, with the greatest number falling in the 80 – 89 age group. The 70-79 and
over 90 groups are once again of a similar size.
Anecdotal feedback suggests there are now several members of TeaBooks who are over 100.
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Health and Dependency
Fewer people than last year reported having a longstanding illness or disability; 36% against last
year’s 47%. 90% of these said it limited their activities.
However, the percentage of those who live in a residential home or who have a carer stayed almost
the same at 39% (41% last year).
Just 5% of survey respondents considered themselves to be a carer for someone else. (10% in
2014/15)
Increasing age and intermittent ill health of members pose a challenge to Group Leaders, with frailty
and fluctuating numbers being regularly raised in the quarterly feedback.

“Eye problems mean I don't read much but
coming to Book Club keeps me interested in books.”
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PROFILE OF PARTICIPANTS (cont’d)
Reading habits
Overall, the feedback from this section of the questionnaire indicates that belonging to a TeaBooks
group has a positive impact on members’ reading habits.
98% of participants agreed with the statement “I enjoy discussing books at book group”.
94% agreed that they read more widely than they would have done before coming to TeaBooks.
80% agreed that they thought more about what they were reading since joining.

In addition, 67% said they found reading more enjoyable and 64% said they take more interest in
book reviews since joining. Only 14% felt it made no difference to their reading habits.

“Makes me concentrate. I find I enjoy
works I might have passed by.”
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THE IMPACT OF TEABOOKS ON WELLBEING
The evaluation included, for the first time this year, a section on the social side of TeaBooks groups
and tried to assess the project’s contribution to participants’ wellbeing.
100% of survey respondents enjoyed the social aspect of the group, with 98% agreeing that they
always felt welcome and included at book group.
Well over a third of survey respondents confirmed that they had felt lonely at some point in the past
year (this proportion is in line with similarly studies – see page 4). Almost all (97%) said they would
recommend TeaBooks to someone who was feeling lonely.
86% of survey respondents felt they had made friends at the book group meetings and 78% agreed
that the group helped them to feel cheerful.

Qualitative feedback from the Group Leaders reinforces these figures. When asked ‘What is working
well for your group?” replies included:





Discussions as always & support for each other
Cosy familiarity
The small group really seem to enjoy each other’s company & the conversations never stop
One of the ladies is brought by her daughter who then comes to collect her at the end of the
session as she has said how much she enjoys it

Feedback from activities managers also focused on the social and wellbeing benefits of the groups:




Residents’ moods are very changeable and I have experienced low mood before the group
but during the session the whole attitude will change and a lot more participation will be
enjoyed. The sessions are well worth the money and for our home the impact that it has on
our residents is truly wonderful.
[The groups provide] an opportunity to socialise with other residents and make new likeminded friends. Discussions are more intellectual and outside of day-to- day lives.

“I really look forward to coming to book club and
it makes me feel happy and comfortable.”
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CHALLENGES
Group size and location
65% of the participants said they would like to see more people join their TeaBooks group. This was
an issue that recurred in the quarterly feedback from Group Leaders as well. Although the average
size of a TeaBooks group in 2015/16 was 6, there are some very small groups. Only 4% thought they
would like fewer members in a group.
5% of participants indicated they would like a quieter venue and Group Leaders also highlighted a
problem with activities occasionally clashing in some settings. However, other Group Leaders
praised their setting and the support from setting and library staff.

Book choices
33% of participants indicated they would like a wider choice of titles. One reason for this may be
that the choice available to the Group Leader is often limited by the number of sufficient books in
suitable formats. 7 of the 21 groups need one or more large print copies, and 2 groups need large
print and audio of each title chosen.
This continues to be a problem for Group Leaders who must try and find enough suitable titles
within the library catalogue. Bookfeast understands that book purchasing budgets have reduced at
OCC libraries, exacerbating the problem. E-readers offer one solution, but feedback from the Group
Leaders suggests that only 4 groups have one or more members happy to use ebooks. The support
of the library staff in finding suitable copies is invaluable.
Audio and large print books are key to the success of the project, and have made a real difference to
some members:



The availability of large print books has proved a great success. (Group Leader)
I now listen to books on audio CD. I didn't know about talking books until I joined book group.
(Participant)

“Most of the group are in their 90s and many are in
poor health and suffer poor hearing (but) the
enthusiasm for the group remains high!”
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VOLUNTEERS
The project has retained all its volunteers this year, and has recruited three new volunteers. An
existing volunteer has taken on a second group.
Almost two-thirds (12/19) of the volunteers have been with the project for over three years.
Anecdotally, many have formed strong friendships with their groups and are invited to settings for
parties and other celebrations.
Benefits of Volunteering
An additional benefit of the TeaBooks project could also be the better mental health enjoyed by the
volunteers, who are all over the age of 40, according to data collected from the UK Household
Longitudinal Study.
Across the entire sample, the average GHQ (mental health) score was the best (lowest) among those
who were frequent volunteers and worst (highest) among those who never volunteered. When age
was factored in by the research team, the positive association between volunteering and good
mental health and emotional well-being became apparent at around the age of 40 and continued up
into old age (80+). (Association of volunteering with mental well-being: a lifecourse analysis of a
national population-based longitudinal study in the UK , Tabassum F., Mohan J., Smith P.:BMJ Open
August 2016).

One of the longstanding TeaBooks volunteers, Jenny Clare, was given a
volunteer award by the Oxfordshire Community Voluntary Action (OCVA) in
June 2016.

Importance of volunteer group leaders
Feedback from the two activities co-ordinators stressed the value of having the groups run by an
outside volunteer/organisation:




The group being run by an outside charity has a huge impact on the group here, as the
Activity Coordinator runs the activities on a daily basis. The group look forward to seeing
somebody different and they respond differently too.
The person from outside will be running the group because they are genuinely interested in
literature as opposed to doing it as part of their work. This gives a heightened feeling of
quality, which is reflected in the conversations that the group has.

“I love the group as it is.“
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APPENDICES
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Appendix A

TeaBooks participant feedback survey
2016

ABOUT THIS FORM
Please help us by filling in as much of this form as you can – it looks like a lot of
questions but we hope it won’t take too much time.
We will be using the information you provide to help us review the Teabooks
project.
We do not need your name or address and the information you provide on this
form will remain anonymous.
Thank you for your help.

1.

Which Book group do you attend?

2.

What is the name of your group
leader?

3.

Today’s date

YOUR TEABOOKS GROUP
4.

How long have you been going to your TeaBooks group? Please circle
Less than 6 months

6 months to a year

15

More than a year

READING HABITS
5.
We’d like to know a bit about your reading habits. Please circle
whether you agree or disagree with the sentences below:

I enjoy discussing books at book
group

Disagree

Agree

Neither

I find reading more enjoyable
since coming to book group

Disagree

Agree

Neither

I take more interest in book
reviews since coming to book
group

Disagree

Agree

Neither

I think more about what I’m
reading since coming to book
group

Disagree

Agree

Neither

Book group has encouraged me to
read books I wouldn’t have read
otherwise

Disagree

Agree

Neither

Book group has made no
difference to my reading habits

Disagree

Agree

Neither

6. If coming to book group has affected your reading habits in any other way
please tell us how here:
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SOCIAL IMPACT OF TEABOOKS
7.
We’d like to know about the social side of TeaBooks. Please circle
whether you agree or disagree with the sentences below:

I enjoy the social aspect of book
group

Disagree

Agree

Neither

I feel I have made friends with the
other members of the group

Disagree

Agree

Neither

During the past year I have felt
lonely at some point

Disagree

Agree

Neither

I always feel welcome and
included at book group

Disagree

Agree

Neither

I would recommend book group to
someone who was feeling lonely

Disagree

Agree

Neither

I come to book group mainly to
give me something to do

Disagree

Agree

Neither

Attending book group helps me to
feel cheerful

Disagree

Agree

Neither

8. Please tell us anything else about how book group makes you feel or
affects you (positive or negative)
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IN THE FUTURE
9.
We’d like to know your thoughts on the future of the book group.
Please circle whether you agree or disagree with the sentences below:

I would like the book group to
have more members

Disagree

Agree

Neither

I would like the book group to
have fewer members

Disagree

Agree

Neither

I would like the book group to be
held in a quieter venue

Disagree

Agree

Neither

I plan to continue coming to book
group

Disagree

Agree

Neither

I would like to read a wider range
of books at book group

Disagree

Agree

Neither

10. If you’d like to see changes made to any aspect of your book group please
tell us about them here:
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ABOUT YOU
To help us to understand how different groups of people feel that Teabooks
has benefited them, we would like to ask you a few questions about yourself.
Your information will be kept confidential.
If you do not feel comfortable answering any of these questions please move
on to the following question.
11.

Gender
Male

12.

Female

Age Group - Circle one only

Under 50

50-59

60-69

70-79

80-89

90 or over

13. Are you suffering from a long-standing illness or disability? (long
standing means that it has or is likely to affect you over a period of time)
Please circle
Yes

No

14. If YES does this illness or disability limit your activities in any way?
Please circle
Yes

No

15. Are you a carer for anyone? – i.e. does anyone rely on you for day to
day care and attention? Please circle
Yes
16.

No

Do you live in a residential home or do you have a carer? Please circle
Yes

No

***THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR HELP***
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Appendix B
Emailed questions to two Activities Co-ordinators in residential homes
1. What benefits do you feel that TeaBooks book group offers residents?
2. Do the sessions affect the residents' mood - either before or after the sessions?
3. Do you feel the sessions are value for money?
4. Is there any advantage to having the group run by an outside organisation, rather than by staff or
volunteers?
5. Do you have any other observations which may be of interest to the charity and/or funders?
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